Module "articles" not filtering for language lang=XX

Hi, I first want to setup a show instance to check.

In Tiki 14 on wiki pages I am using a module, for example: {module module=articles lang=de ... } .

The module is showing articles of all languages and not filtering for the language specified in the parameter.

In a menu the link /articles?lang=de is working alright.

Torsten

Solution
gezza:
using the correct parameter articles are filtered fine

{module module=articles langfilter=de}
torsten:
thx gezza, I already updated the docs (there was lang)

Workaround
parameter "lang=xx" seems to be not supported anymore in favor of parameter "langfilter=xx", which is doing the same. No idea why and when this happened, but thx gezza for pointing.

Docs are updated. Closing.

Torsten
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

gezza 29 May 15 15:32 GMT-0000
To filter articles for a language use the "langfilter" parameter instead of "lang", for example:

{module module=articles langfilter=de}

Torsten Fabricius ☺️ 29 May 15 17:07 GMT-0000
Thx Gezza!

Works. doc.tiki.org/PluginArticles is updated. Closing the issue.

Torsten
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